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ABSTRACT

X-ray free electron laser (XFEL) sources have revolutionized our capability to study ultrafast material behavior. Using an XFEL, we revisit
the structural dynamics of shock compressed bismuth, resolving the transition sequence on shock release in unprecedented details. Unlike
previous studies that found the phase-transition sequence on shock release to largely adhere to the equilibrium phase diagram (i.e., Bi-V
!Bi-III ! Bi-II ! Bi-I), our results clearly reveal previously unseen, non-equilibrium behavior at these conditions. On pressure release
from the Bi-V phase at 5GPa, the Bi-III phase is not formed but rather a new metastable form of Bi. This new phase transforms into the
Bi-II phase which in turn transforms into a phase of Bi which is not observed on compression. We determine this phase to be isostructural
with b-Sn and recover it to ambient pressure where it exists for 20 ns before transforming back to the Bi-I phase. The structural relationship
between the tetragonal b-Sn phase and the Bi-II phase (from which it forms) is discussed. Our results show the effect that rapid compression
rates can have on the phase selection in a transforming material and show great promise for recovering high-pressure polymorphs with novel
material properties in the future.

https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5085678

Bismuth is an archetypal semi-metallic phase-transformingmate-
rial, long studied to elucidate the response of multiphase metals to
high stress.1–5 Up to 8GPa and 600K, static compression studies have
shown Bi to exhibit a rich structural complexity, existing in five differ-
ent solid phases,6–9 most notably the tetragonal Bi-III phase (stable
between 2.7 and 7.7GPa at 300K) which has an incommensurate
host-guest structure.8 While the phase behavior of Bi has also been
studied extensively under shock compression,10–16 the structural
response of Bi to rapid pressure loading was only recently revealed by
using in situ X-ray diffraction from an X-ray free electron laser

(XFEL) and was found to deviate significantly from the transformation
behavior observed under static compression.17 While the dynamic
experiments observed the Bi-I (rhombohedral) ! Bi-II (monoclinic)
transition on compression at conditions that are in good agreement
with previous static studies, the incommensurate Bi-III phase was not
observed, but rather a new metastable phase of Bi termed Bi-M. Above
4GPa, only the Bi-V (body-centered cubic) phase was observed. These
results show that the assumption of equilibrium behavior under shock
compression, which has often been made to help interpret data from
traditional shock experiments, can be invalid for complex materials.
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Phase transformations have previously been inferred in Bi on
shock release,18,19 but the interpretation of these results has been com-
plicated by multiple waves traveling through the released Bi sample.
Hu et al. performed X-ray structural studies of Bi on shock release and
reported the transition sequence to be in accordance with the equilib-
rium phase diagram (i.e., Bi-V! Bi-III! Bi-II! Bi-I).20 However,
the low-fluence X-ray probe used in these experiments led to only ten-
tative phase assignments to the diffraction data and, as a result, the
structural behavior of Bi on shock release is still not definitively
known. This key experimental challenge can now be overcome with
the use of fourth generation XFEL light sources which can produce
femtosecond pulses of X-ray radiation that are 9 orders of magnitude
brighter than 3rd generation synchrotron sources.

Here, we have revisited the structural dynamics of Bi on shock
release using high-quality in situ diffraction from an XFEL and found
the transition sequence of Bi on shock release from 5GPa to differ
from the equilibrium picture reported recently.20 Instead, we found
the transition sequence to be similar to, but not the reverse of, the
sequence recently observed on shock compression.17 While the Bi-V,
newly observed Bi-M and Bi-II phases are all observed on shock
release, the Bi-II! Bi-I back transformation is not, but rather a transi-
tion to another metastable phase which we determine to be isostruc-
tural with b-Sn and closely related to the Bi-II structure. This phase is
observed to be recoverable to ambient pressure and exist for up to
20 ns after shock release before finally transforming back to the Bi-I
phase. Our results clarify the complex structural dynamics of Bi on
shock release, while the quenching of a high-pressure phase to ambient
for tens of nanoseconds shows great promise for the synthesis of high-
density novel materials in the future.

Experiments were performed at the Matter in Extreme
Conditions (MEC) end station of the Linac Coherent Light Source
(LCLS) at the Stanford National Accelerator Laboratory.21 We
employed the standard configuration experimental setup at MEC as
shown in Fig. 1. A Nd:glass optical laser (527 nm, 20ns quasi-flat-
topped pulse duration) was used to launch an ablation-driven shock
wave through the samples, which consisted of 8lm of Bi sputter-
deposited onto a 50lm thick polyimide ablator. The LCLS provided
quasi-monochromatic (DE/E¼ 0.5%) 10.0 keV X-ray pulses of 80 fs
duration and with �1012 photons per pulse. The X-ray beam was
focused onto 50� 50lm2 and then centered on the �500 lm diame-
ter focal-spot of the drive lasers, which, in turn, was centered on the
target. Diffraction patterns were collected on an array of 5 CSPAD
area detectors arranged in a Debye-Scherrer geometry behind the sam-
ple (Fig. 1). The sample-to-detector distances and tilts of each detector
were determined using diffraction patterns collected from CeO2 and
LaB6 standards. The 2D images from the 5 detectors were then inte-
grated and combined to provide 1D profiles covering a 2h range of
�20�–110�.

The target free surface velocity history was recorded using the
VISAR (velocity interferometry system for any reflector) diagnostic
which was used to determine the peak sample pressure, the time of
shock breakout, and the planarity of drive. The Bi samples were ini-
tially shock compressed to a peak pressure of �5GPa and then, by
increasing the delay of the XFEL probe beam relative to the optical
laser drive for subsequent shots, diffraction was collected on identically
driven targets as the shock wave travelled through the Bi sample and
after the shock wave broke out at the rear surface. To complement our

experiments, density functional theory (DFT) total energy calculations
were performed using a plane wave basis set in conjunction with the
projector-augmented wave method as implemented in the Vienna Ab
Initio Simulation Package (VASP) package.22,23 We considered the Bi
5d106s26p3 electrons in the valence space and included spin-orbit cou-
pling (supplementary material). Electron-electron interactions were
approximated using the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) exchange-
correlation functional.24 The incommensurate Bi-III phase was mod-
eled using a 32-atom approximant with P4/ncc symmetry.

Diffraction from the unshocked sample shows that, as expected,
Bi initially existed in the ambient Bi-I phase [Fig. 2(i-a)]. At t¼ �2ns,
i.e., 2 ns before the shock wave broke out at the rear surface, and at a
peak pressure of 5GPa, diffraction from the Bi-V and compressed Bi-I
phases was observed, in addition to diffraction from uncompressed Bi-
I ahead of the shock wave, indicating a direct Bi-I! Bi-V transforma-
tion [Fig. 2(i-b)]. The diffraction from the compressed Bi-I phase orig-
inates from the splitting of the shock front in the sample at the Bi-I!
Bi-V transformation point as a result of �10% volume collapse at the
transition.14 This splitting was clearly evident as a two-wave profile in
the measured VISAR trace (supplementary material).

After the shock wave broke out at the rear surface at t¼ 0, strong
release waves entered the sample, which introduced significant pres-
sure gradients in it, with pressures ranging from the peak pressure to
zero. As a result, diffraction data collected after t¼ 0 showed diffrac-
tion peaks from multiple phases originating from the different regions
of the sample at different pressure conditions. At t ¼ þ3ns, i.e., 3 ns
after shock breakout, the diffraction showed that some of the sample
remained in the Bi-V phase, but other regions had transformed into
the metastable Bi-M phase, as observed previously,17 and the Bi-II
phase [Fig. 2(i-c)]. Later in time (at t¼ þ9ns), no diffraction from the
Bi-V phase was observed, showing that all of the sample had released
from peak pressure, but diffraction from the Bi-M and Bi-II phases
was still present [Fig. 2(i-d)]. However, at t ¼ þ17ns, the diffraction
pattern simplified greatly, as diffraction peaks from the Bi-M and Bi-II

FIG. 1. Experimental setup and 2D diffraction data: (a) Cornel Stanford Pixel Array
Detectors (CS PADS) are arranged in transmission Debye-Scherrer geometry in
the MEC vacuum chamber. Dual drive beams are incident on the target at an angle
of 15� and the XFEL beam probes the target 30� from the target normal. The
VISAR laser probes normal to the rear surface of the target. The target design con-
sisted of 8 lm of Bi which was sputter deposited onto a 50 lm polyimide ablator.
Adapted from Ref. 17. Reprinted with permission from M. G. Gorman, A. L.
Coleman, R. Briggs, R. S. McWilliams, D. McGonegle, C. A. Bolme, A. E. Gleason,
E. Galtier, H. J. Lee, E. Granados et al., Sci. Rep. 8, 16927 (2018). Copyright 2018
Author(s), licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License.
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phases disappeared and were replaced by 11 new Bragg reflections.
Analysis of their positions and intensities reveals that they could all be
explained as coming from a structure identical to that of tetragonal
b-Sn with space group I41/amd and refined lattice parameters
a¼ 6.276 Å and c¼ 3.336 Å with the density determined to be 7%

greater than ambient Bi-I [Figs. 2(i-e) and 2(ii)]. At t ¼ þ27ns [Fig.
2(i-f)], diffraction peaks from this phase persisted, although they were
weaker, and the determined lattice parameters had increased to
a¼ 6.315 Å and c¼ 3.370 Å with the density 5% greater than ambient
Bi-I. These values did not change further for data collected at t
¼þ37ns [Fig. 2(i-g)], suggesting that the b-Sn phase was at ambient
pressure at both t ¼ þ27ns and þ37ns. At t ¼ þ56ns, diffraction
peaks from the b-Sn phase were no longer present and only the ambi-
ent pressure Bi-I phase was observed [Fig. 2(i-h)].

As the b-Sn phase of Bi is observed late in time on release and in
the absence of any other high-pressure phases, it is reasonable to
assume that it is formed via a transition from the phase present in the
sample immediately before its emergence, that is, the monoclinic Bi-II
phase. The b-Sn phase has been reported previously in both large vol-
ume press25 and diamond anvil cell26 studies, where it has been sug-
gested that it is the high-pressure high-temperature Bi-II0 phase and
that it is stable only between 1.8–2.0GPa and 450–470K. It has never
been observed before under dynamic compression. A Rietveld refine-
ment fit to the t¼ þ17ns profile using a two phase Bi-I : Bi-II0 model
is shown in Fig. 2(ii) and is excellent, accounting for both the positions
and intensities of the observed diffraction peaks. The inset to Fig. 2(ii)
shows that the diffraction peaks from Bi-I after release are markedly
different from the spotty, textured diffraction peaks of the Bi-starting
material (supplementary material), demonstrating that significant
microstructural rearrangement has occurred through numerous phase
transformations on shock compression and release.

In order to elucidate the nature of the Bi-II! Bi-II0 transition,
we have made extensive DFT studies of Bi up to 10GPa. These reveal
that a transformation between the Bi-II0 and Bi-II phases should not
be unexpected, as the two phases are energetically within 5meV/atom
of each other up to about 7GPa (Fig. 3). The atomic volume of
the ambient pressure Bi-II0 phase observed in our experiments
(V¼ 33.6 Å3) agrees very well with the calculated volume from our
DFT calculations at 0K (V¼ 34.3 Å3) (supplementary material). The
observation of the Bi-II0 phase at ambient pressure for �20ns, despite
the high sample temperature, is surprising and suggests a kinetically
inhibited transition between the Bi-II0 and Bi-I structures. Hu et al.
observed a sluggish transformation to Bi-I from a high-pressure
phase which they reported to be Bi-II and cited the reconstructive
nature of the Bi-II! Bi-I transition as a possible explanation.20 Our
results show that the phase actually observed in the study of Hu et al.
was likely the Bi-II0 phase and the data quality in that study made it
impossible to distinguish it from Bi-II. As the I41/amd and R�3m
space groups of Bi-II0 and Bi-I, respectively, are not group-subgroup
related, the transformation from Bi-II0 to Bi-I, like the transition
from Bi-II ! Bi-I transition, would involve significant atomic rear-
rangement which could explain the kinetic hindrance observed in
our experiments. Indeed, from multi-phase Rietveld analysis of the
diffraction data, the measured phase fraction of Bi-II0 at t¼ 17 ns
[Fig. 2(i-e)] is 60%, which decreased to only 4% at t¼ 27ns, 2% at
t¼ 37ns, and 0% at t¼ 56 ns. The rate of transformation from Bi-II0

back to Bi-I is approximately an order of magnitude slower than
models from classical nucleation theory, which shows that after a
certain incubation time, the new phase is nucleated throughout the
sample at the speed of sound.27

The observation of the Bi-II0 phase forming from Bi-II on shock
release allows for examination of the phase transformation

FIG. 2. (i) Waterfall plot of X-ray diffraction data collected from identically driven Bi
samples with increasing XFEL delay time (k ¼ 1.409 Å). The observed phases are
labelled and the expected peaks from them are shown by tick marks beneath the
profiles. The diffraction peaks from the ambient Bi-I phase are shown as black trian-
gles. The (110) reflection of the Bi-V phase in profile (c) is marked with an arrow.
(ii) A two phase (40%:60%) released Bi-I : Bi-II0 Rietveld fit to the diffraction profile
obtained at t ¼ þ17 ns with de-warped raw diffraction data overlaid. The calculated
positions of the best-fitting Bi-I and Bi-II0 unit cells are shown in upper and lower
tick marks beneath the profile.
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mechanism. The monoclinic Bi-II structure, unique to Bi, has long
been described as a heavily distorted primitive cubic lattice.28

However, the structures of Bi-II and Bi-II0 are group-subgroup related,
such that the tetragonal Bi-II0 structure can be equally well described
by a modified Bi-II structure. The Bi-II0 structure with space group
I41/amd at 2.0GPa with a¼ 6.222 Å and c¼ 3.320 Å and atoms on
the 4(a) Wyckoff site (0, 0, 0) can be equally well described in mono-
clinic space group C2/m with a0 ¼ 7:052 Å; b0 ¼ 6:222 Å; c0 ¼
3:320 Å; b0 ¼ 118:08

�
with atoms on the 4(i) site at (14 ; 0;

1
8) [Fig. 4(i)].

The actual Bi-II structure at 2.0GPa has a¼ 6.663 Å, b¼ 6.181 Å,
c¼ 3.312 Å, b ¼ 110.93�, and atoms on the 4(i) sites at (0.249, 0,
0.137).5 The principal structural changes during the Bi-II! Bi-II0

transformation are then an 8� shear of the b angle and an�5% expan-
sion of the a-axis, but with little relative movement of the atoms. We
investigated the energetics of this deformation [Fig. 4(ii)] and found
that the Bi-II0 structure (transition coordinate ¼ 0) is a local energy
minimum relative to the equilibrium Bi-II structure (transition coordi-
nate ¼ 1) below 4GPa. The rapid decompression rates (109GPa/s)
and shear forces experienced by the Bi sample in our experiments may
play a crucial role in accessing this local energy minimum.

The ability to recover Bi-II0 to ambient pressure, the density of
which is�5% greater than that of Bi-I, has implications for controlling
metal damage under dynamic strain such as in armors: if the release
from high pressure conditions can be made more gradual, e.g., by
kinetic hindrance and transient persistence of high pressure phases,
the degree of damage could be reduced, e.g., by controlling the magni-
tudes of tensile stress and preventing spallation. Better characterization
of the mechanisms of the structural forward- and back-
transformations can inform new approaches to producing other novel
phases of matter at ambient conditions and lead to improved strategies
for damage reduction in materials under dynamic loads. Recovering
Bi-II0 also has clear implications for the field of material synthesis
where the recovery of high-pressure solid phases with novel physical
and electronic properties is a major goal. We demonstrate that the rapid
decompression rates accessed using shock waves may be key to stabiliz-
ing high-pressure phases of materials and prove fruitful for synthesizing

novel phases of technologically important materials such as the metasta-
ble ST12 phase of Si, which is predicted to be superconducting.29,30

In summary, we have definitively mapped out the structural
dynamics of bismuth on shock release from 5GPa. Contrary to previ-
ous studies which reported the transition sequence to be consistent
with the static phase diagram, our data reveal a marked departure
from equilibrium behavior at these conditions with the absence of the
Bi-III phase and the recovery of a high-pressure metastable phase not
observed on shock compression, which we determine to be isostruc-
tural with b-Sn. The high-quality X-ray diffraction data achievable at
XFEL sources have revolutionized our ability to resolve the ultrafast
structural response of materials to shock compression. These sources
will be essential in our effort towards a better understanding of the
effect of compression rate on the kinetics of phase transformations in
complex materials.

See supplementary material for discussion on the sample micro-
structure, wave profiles, and DFT calculations.
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